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The Best Gold Company You’ve Never Heard Of
A hedge fund star on the “cheapest gold stock in the world”
by Guest Contributor Paul Beattie, founder, BT Global Growth
In my 30 years of investing, I have never experienced a situation like this.
I believe it may be a first: a Canadian-listed precious metals company is going to start a mine
without a Bay Street research report having ever been written. In the next few weeks, Red
Eagle Mining (RD-V) is commissioning its Colombian operation, the San Ramon Gold
mine, which lies within the Santa Rosa Gold Project. But no brokerage house on Bay Street
seems to have noticed or cared. I think they will eventually take notice. They may have no
choice.

“In my 30 years
of investing, I
have never
experienced a
situation like
this. I believe it
may be a first: a
Canadian-listed
precious metals
company is
going to start a
mine without a
Bay Street research report
having ever
been written.”
Paul Beattie
founder, BT
Global Growth
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The Narcos effect
The reason there is little to no interest in Red Eagle is that too many financial professionals watch the show Narcos. I’m not joking. Many of their opinions and attitudes toward Colombia are shaped by the Netflix series, which examines the infamous Medellin drug cartel run by the notorious Pablo Escobar, and the Drug Enforcement Agency officials who were trying to track him down.
So, in other words, there’s no interest in Red Eagle in 2016 because of a television
show set in the 1980s. Investment managers tend to avoid investing in Colombia,
particularly businesses close to Medellin due to a perceived geopolitical risk.

“The reason there is
little to no interest in
Red Eagle is that too
many financial professionals watch the
show Narcos. I’m not
joking. Many of their
opinions and attitudes toward Columbia are shaped by
the Netflix series.”

The Spanish empire left a lot of gold behind
But the truth is, if you’re in the gold business, it’s probably a good idea to go where
the gold is. The Spanish empire mined gold from what is now Colombia for nearly
three hundred years. Given they couldn't build mines deeper than 20 metres, we
think it's a good bet they left some
behind.
In fact, my team and I at BT Global
Growth are prepared to bet that Bay
Street is going to go from ignoring to
adoring Colombian mining opportunities. They did it in the energy space.
Just look at the stock chart of Parex
Resources (PXT-T).
(A Capital Ideas Research idea higher
by more than 30 per cent since our
mention on June 27.)

The case for Red Eagle
It makes no sense to ignore Red Eagle
any longer. We met the operational
management team and visited the
construction site. Everything was first
rate. The chief operating officer Bob
Bell and his team are impressive, having
brought this project forward on schedule and on budget. They tell us 70,000 ounces
are doable per year at cash costs of below $600 an ounce. Red Eagle benefits from a
low Colombian peso, low labour costs, reasonable energy expenses and good grades
above five grams per ton. Why wouldn't it be profitable? Red Eagle should be able to
achieve $1 million (U.S.) in EBITDA per week.

They tell us 70,000
ounces are doable per
year at cash costs of
below $600 an ounce.
Red Eagle benefits from
a low Columbian peso,
low labour costs, reasonable energy expenses and good grades
above five grams per
ton. Why wouldn't it be
profitable?
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“The cheapest gold stock in the world”
Let's do some comparable analysis. Red Eagle has a
market cap of about $180 million (Canadian) and
$60 million (U.S.) in term debt, which puts the EV
(enterprise value)/EBITDA ratio under four. This
compares to mid-cap listed gold players at six to
eight times and the big boys at 12 times plus. Once
an additional $40 million in “other assets” the company owns in CB Gold Inc. (CB-V) are deducted,
the EV/EBITDA drops to approximately three times.
In our opinion, this is simply too cheap to ignore.
Our main concerns are the quality of Red Eagle’s ore
grades and the amount of reserves. This month, two
new drilling results were issued and the grades look
to be much better than the mine plan of five point
two grams. The margin for error is now significant.
It appears that management has been very conservative in their mine plan assumptions.

It’s not complicated
To be clear, every single mining analyst in Canada
has warned us that opening new mines is complicated, risky, difficult and so on, and we agree. But when
we spoke to the experts who are building the Red
Eagle plant, including the mining construction company STRACON GyM, which owns an equity stake in
in the company, we got the picture the mine is not as
complicated as it seems.

Quick turnaround time
There are similar operations to Red Eagle’s all over
Mexico, Peru and Ecuador and they all seem to
work. When we discovered that the time line at San
Ramon between extracting ore and producing gold
bars is only a matter of days, not months, we came to
the conclusion that this management team is highly
likely to deliver. There will be hiccups no doubt, but
they can and will be resolved. The entire operation
was designed with redundancy in mind. It actual-
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ly has capacity for twice the production of 70,000
ounces per year. There is basically two of everything
on site.
If you want to satisfy yourself that this plant is wellconstructed and close to production, go to Red Eagle’s website and see the 500 plus photos showing
the build-out. www.redeaglemining.com

Will Bay Street wake up?
So here is the investment thesis in its simplest form
through two scenarios: The San Ramon Gold Project
will not go into production before say, year-end as
planned, and it will not live up to the expectations
laid-out by experienced mining pros; or Bay Street
wakes up, turns off Narcos, and notices that Red Eagle Mining is the first new and very real, cash-flowing, gold producer in the centre of what is sure to be
an exciting gold development country.
If only all investment decisions were this easy.
Full disclosure: the BT Global Growth Fund and its
management team own shares in Red Eagle Mining, and have been advisors to the company’s management team.
(Editor’s note: The government of Colombia is attempting to improve mining standards in the country. It has a zero tolerance policy on illegal mining
and is trying to speed up the permitting process.
Colombia’s citizens narrowly rejected a peace plan
between the government and the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), in a recent referendum.
B2Gold Corp. (BTO-T), Continental Gold Inc.
(CNL-V) and Royal Road Minerals (RYR-V) are a
few of the other Canadian-listed companies doing
business in Colombia.
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How Safe Are High Dividend Stocks?
Are valuations stretched or justified?

Investors thirst for yield seems to be unquenchable. For
several years now, amid slow economic growth and everlower interest rates on sovereign bonds of developed countries, investors have been seeking a steady, reliable source
of income. Some more adventurous types have recently
found that income in emerging market bonds. iShares J.P.
Morgan USD Emerging Markets Bond ETF (EMB-N) is the most popular based on assets under
management.
Other investors prefer to get their dividend stream closer to home through vehicles such as telecoms,
utilities and real estate investment trusts (REITs). But the steady inflows of money into these sectors
has resulted in what many perceive to be excessive valuations.
In a recent report, RBC Capital Markets chief U.S. market strategist Jonathan Golub and his team asked
the question, “How safe are high dividend stocks?” Their answer may surprise and comfort you. Mr.
Golub focused on U.S. high dividend stocks.

High-yielding U.S. equities are beating the market
“Friday’s (September 9) pullback aside, U.S. high dividend stocks and sectors have been trouncing
the market over the past 12 months,” Mr. Golub says. “The highest yielders have outperformed the
lowest by 13.3% year-to-date. Interestingly, this excess performance is rather concentrated in ‘bond
proxy’ sectors (telecoms, utilities and REITs).”
Mr. Golub points out that these sectors started to outperform in January of 2016 compared to an
underperformance in 2015 and 2014.

S&P 500 total return by sector – last 12 months
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Are valuations for ‘bond proxy’ sectors excessive?
“The data should allay these fears,” Mr. Golub says. “More specifically, utilities, telcos, and REITs
carry (forward) multiples of 17.3x, 13.8x, and 18.8x, respectively. The S&P 500’s P/E (price-to-earnings ratio) of 16.6x is exactly in line with the average of these three sectors. Each of these sectors
trades at or below its 5-year average premium/discount to the S&P 500. This is the result of relatively
mixed returns for high dividend stocks in preceding years.”

S&P 500 forward P/E by sector
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S&P 500 ex-energy forward P/Es

Rising interest rates are not a threat
“Logic would dictate that high dividend stocks would be particularly vulnerable to increases in interest rates,” Mr.
Golub says. “The data indicates that these stocks tend to be less sensitive to changing yields when rates are particularly low given the strong preference for higher yielding stocks in such environments. It also appears that stocks
in “bond proxy” groups are more sensitive to changing yields than those sourcing their dividends from other sectors.”
RBC concludes that U.S. telecoms, utilities and REITs are outperforming, are not excessively valued but that they
are more sensitive to higher interest rates than, say, high dividend health care stocks.
What about high dividend stocks in Canada, you ask? Capital Ideas Digest ran a screen of telecoms, utilities
and REITs on the TSX using S&P Capital IQ. Our only criteria was that forward P/Es be between 15 and 35 times
earnings.
What did we find: On the surface, it appears that some some of the stocks on the list have stretched valuations.
Transalta Corp. (TA-T) and Manitoba Telecom Services Inc. (MBT-T), for example, trade between 26 and 28
times forward earnings.
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Ticker

Company Name

TSX:BLX
TSX:PIF
TSX:BIP.UN
TSX:TA
TSX:MBT
TSX:NPI
TSX:SPB
TSX:NWH.UN
TSX:AXY
TSX:AQN
TSX:HOT.UN
TSX:H
TSX:CPX
TSX:EMA
TSX:RNW
TSX:RCI.B
TSX:FTS
TSX:CHP.UN
TSX:VNR
TSX:CU
TSX:BCE
TSX:ACO.X
TSX:BOX.UN
TSX:T

Boralex Inc.
Polaris Infrastructure Inc.
Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P.
TransAlta Corp.
Manitoba Telecom Services, Inc.
Northland Power Inc.
Superior Plus Corp.
NorthWest Healthcare Properties Real Estate Investment Trust
Alterra Power Corp.
Algonquin Power & Utilities Corp.
American Hotel Income Properties REIT LP
Hydro One Limited
Capital Power Corporation
Emera Incorporated
TransAlta Renewables Inc.
Rogers Communications Inc.
Fortis Inc.
Choice Properties Real Estate Investment Trust
Valener Inc
Canadian Utilities Ltd.
BCE Inc.
ATCO Ltd.
Brookfield Canada Office Properties
TELUS Corporation

Forward P/E Capital IQ
33.3
31.4
28.7
28.2
26.2
26.2
25.2
24.5
23.5
23.4
22.6
21.6
20.2
18.9
18.3
18.0
18.0
17.7
17.6
16.9
16.8
15.5
15.4
15.2

For some clarity, Capital Ideas Digest spoke with Ryan Bushell, vice-president and portfolio manager
at Leon Frazer & Associates Investment Counsel.
“Manitoba Telecom has a takeout premium embedded and would otherwise be trading at a far lower
multiple,” Mr. Bushell says. “And TransAlta is likely at trough earnings due to weak Alberta power prices
which should recover over time.”
Overall, Mr. Bushell believes that high dividend-paying stocks are more attractive than they’ve been in
more than 60 years.
“I personally feel that dividend stocks have never been cheaper because we use absolute and relative
yields,” Mr. Bushell says. “On a relative yield basis, our portfolios have not been this far above 10-year
bond yields ever, and the market last out yielded 10-year bonds in the early 1950’s.”
Mr. Bushell thinks high dividend-yielding stocks can remain attractive for an extended period.
“On an after tax basis, a 10 year bond needs to yield over 5% to compete with dividend stocks, in my
view, and we are so far from that point I can’t see what gets us there based on what is happening globally with rates.”
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Actionable ETF Ideas
In our September 12, 2016 issue, our new contributor Fabrice Taylor explained that there are only two
ways to beat the market. One is to be Warren Buffett, the other is to buy a list of stocks hitting 39week highs and to rebalance quarterly. Mr. Taylor then applied the strategy to ETFs. He’s been using
this formula for several years and says if it’s applied with discipline, energy and enthusiasm, an investor
should be able to achieve a 15-20 per cent annual return. We’re going to bring you the 39-week high
ETFs list on a regular basis using S&P Capital IQ. We’ll focus on funds that trade on the TSX and NYSE
ARCA. We’ve eliminated ETFs that are triple leveraged and/or have very low volume.

S&P Capital IQ 39-WEEK
Ticker

SCREEN

Company Name

ARCA:SLYG SPDR Series Trust - SPDR S&P 600 Small
Cap Growth ETF

Market Capitalization Most Recent
Trade Price

Dividend Yield (%) CIQDP (9-MONTH
HIGH')

1,029.3

248.01

5.34

250.5

5,122.4

123.61

2.82

128.1

17,883.0

89.18

2.95

92.6

437.6

77.45

1.52

80.2

49.6

70.8

ARCA:MOO VanEck Vectors ETF Trust - VanEck Vectors
Agribusiness ETF
ARCA:XTN SPDR Series Trust - SPDR S&P
Transportation ETF

1,096.0

64.85

2.73

66.9

262.9

61.14

1.18

62.1

ARCA:PXI

PowerShares Exchange-Traded Fund Trust
- PowerShares DWA Energy Momentum
Portfolio

164.1

50.48

1.09

54.4

ARCA:IYE

iShares Trust - iShares U.S. Energy ETF

1,524.7

49.42

2.98

51.2

ARCA:DIG

ProShares Trust - ProShares Ultra Oil &
Gas

177.8

46.49

1.09

51.1

ARCA:VDE
ARCA:XLE

Vanguard World Fund - Vanguard Energy
ETF
The Select Sector SPDR Trust - The
Energy Select Sector SPDR Fund

ARCA:IEO

iShares Trust - iShares U.S. Oil & Gas
Exploration & Production ETF

ARCA:XPP

ProShares Trust - ProShares Ultra FTSE
China 50

-

73.8
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ARCA:XOP
ARCA:JNK

SPDR Series Trust - SPDR S&P Oil & Gas
Exploration & Production ETF
SPDR Series Trust - SPDR Barclays High
Yield Bond ETF
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2,209.4

47.77

1.36

50.4

15,124.6

47.78

6.15

48.0

ARCA:BFO
R

ALPS ETF Trust - Barron's 400 ETF

221.3

42.15

0.812

42.6

ARCA:FCG

First Trust Exchange-Traded Fund - First
Trust ISE-Revere Natural Gas Index Fund

323.9

33.23

2.78

35.1

ARCA:GUR

SPDR Index Shares Funds - SPDR S&P
Emerging Europe ETF

44.3

34.05

2.88

34.7

TSX:XCG
ARCA:DBE
M

iShares Canadian Growth Index ETF
DBX ETF Trust - Deutsche X-trackers MSCI
Emerging Markets Hedged Equity ETF

46.8
183.6

29.23
26.23

1.01
2.2

30.0
26.3

ARCA:FRAK VanEck Vectors ETF Trust - VanEck Vectors
Unconventional Oil & Gas ETF

68.1

22.33

2.03

23.7

BMO S&P/TSX Equal Weight Industrials
Index ETF
RBC Quant European Dividend Leaders
(CAD Hedged) ETF

27.7

21.1

1.8

21.8

57.7

20.62

3.31

21.4

BMO International Dividend Hedged to CAD
ETF

39.8

19.89

4.76

20.6

132.5

19.2

4.19

19.7

878.4

18.71

4.07

19.3

19.1

18.3

4.51

18.4

ARCA:GNAT WisdomTree Trust - WisdomTree Global
Natural Resources Fund

22.4

17.2

3.13

17.7

TSX:HEE

Horizons Enhanced Income Energy ETF

25.3

14.62

7.45

15.5

ARCA:FRN

50.9

15.24

1.76

15.2

TSX:ZJO

Claymore Exchange-Traded Fund Trust 2 Guggenheim Frontier Markets ETF
BMO Junior Oil Index ETF

39.6

14.09

2.59

15.1

TSX:HFR

Horizons Active Floating Rate Bond ETF

374.3

10.0

1.99

10.0

TSX:HAF

Horizons Active Global Fixed Income ETF

25.1

7.78

4.13

7.97

TSX:HEJ

Horizons Enhanced Income International
Equity ETF

11.1

6.18

8.1

6.42

TSX:ZIN
TSX:RHP
TSX:ZDH

ARCA:MLPX Global X Funds - Global X MLP & Energy
Infrastructure ETF
ARCA:PID
PowerShares Exchange-Traded Fund Trust
- PowerShares International Dividend
Achievers Portfolio
TSX:CSD

iShares Short Duration High Income ETF
(CAD-Hedged)
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MONEY is doing

More high-profile American money managers
are delivering dire predictions about the global
economy.
The latest is from Elliott Management founder
and president Paul Singer, who says increased
investor risk is due to aggressive actions on behalf of global central bankers.
“I think we're in the middle of a close to
40-year experiment in how leveraged
can a system be and in how many
ways,” Mr. Singer said during the CNBC
Institutional Investor Delivering Alpha
conference in New York on Sept. 13. Elliott manages about $28 billion (U.S.)
and has generated annualized returns of
more than 13.5 per cent since 1977. He
pointed to low and negative interest
rates that have never been seen before in
“5,000-ish years of history.”
The result is an increase in hidden risk for investors.
"I think it's a very dangerous time in the
global economy and global financial
markets,” Mr. Singer said. "With roughly $15 trillion on the major central bank
balance sheets, with all of these rates at
zero or even crazily below zero, you
have a very delicate situation which
cannot be solved by a sledgehammer.
You need some finesse."
Mr. Singer said central bank independence is
“overrated,” and doesn’t really exist.

Paul Singer, founder & president, Elliott Management
“There's only so much you can squeeze out of
the debt cycle, and we're there globally.”
He too cited central bank measures to stabilize
the economy, saying interest rates can’t go any
lower.
“I think that the [U.S.] Fed[eral Reserve]
is putting too much emphasis on the
business cycle and not enough on the
long-term debt cycle,” he said, according to
an article on his comments that appeared in
ValueWalk.

“I’m not saying immediately start legislation to put central banks under the
thumb of governments, because we
know the danger of that. But, that's
what they're planning to do anyway,
meaning, printing money, debasing the
currency.”

“And I don't think they may be paying
enough attention to how markets react relative to what's discounted in the curve.”

At the same event last week, hedge fund manager Ray Dalio called the current global debt
environment a “dangerous situation.”

“We all got used to a world before the
crisis, where modest shock was met with
massive capacity to ease. Recessions became shorter and shallower, more contained. I don't think there's any precedent for the world we're in today.”

Mr. Dalio, the founder of Bridgewater Associates, the largest hedge fund in the world
with assets of more than $150 billion, said,

When asked where that leaves investors, Mr.
Dalio said the world is “dramatically” different
today.
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SMART money vs
DUMB money
You’ve

just enjoyed another instalment of our
smart money feature where we tell you what
some of the more successful investors are thinking, and how they’re deploying their ample resources. Our June 27 Digest, for example, featured Canadian billionaire Seymour Schulich
and the fact he had his increased his stake in
Birchcliff Energy (BIR-T) to nearly 30 per cent. After that, the stock rose 50 per
cent before a recent pullback. That’s why we listen to the smart money.
It’s also important to see what the so-called dumb money is doing. It’s not a flattering term but it’s used by SentimenTrader to track money flows. Smart money indicators include S&P 500 put/
call option ratios, company insider equity buying and selling, and institutional and pension fund money flows.
Dumb money indicators include money flows in and out of the Rydex series of index mutual funds, and small
volume trades in equities and equity index futures contracts.
The smart/dumb money indicator is followed by Keith Richards, founder and portfolio manager at ValueTrend Wealth Management, Worldsource Securities.
“You typically find that the, quote unquote, smart people are very bullish at the bottom and dumb money is
very bearish and visa versa,” Mr. Richards says. “So recently that was one of the big factors, and that signal
came through loud and clear. It actually had been that way for a good chunk of the summer that the smart
money was selling and the dumb money was piling in.”
Mr. Richards provided us with a graph of recent activity by the smart and dumb money:
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First look — This

week’s initiations:

CIBC World Markets analyst Prakash Gowd initiated coverage of CRH Medical Corp. (CHRM-A, CRH-T) with a "sector
outperformer" rating and price target of $4.90 (U.S.). The stock is trading around $3.80 in the U.S. Consensus is $4.80.
"CRH has a business model that is rather unique and isn’t replicated by any of its sector peers,” said Mr. Gowd.
He also pointed to its fragmented market that is “ripe for consolidation” and “controlled growth by acquisition.”
Added Mr. Gowd: “CRH is executing a careful and disciplined acquisition strategy and maintaining manageable
debt. CRH remains able to source acquisitions from a target pool that is under the radar of larger consolidators
and thus transactions have been reasonably valued and accretive within a short period of time.”
Both analysts that cover the stock have a “buy” rating.

Canaccord Genuity initiated coverage
of Mosaic Capital Corp. (M-V) with a
“buy” and $8.25 target price. The stock is
currently trading around $6. Consensus is
$7.50.
“Mosaic's objective is to create a diversified investment portfolio generating
stable and growing free cash flow by
making long-term investments in private
mid-market companies,” analyst Raveel
Afzaal said in a note.
He cited the company’s “robust” acquisition criteria, “strong valuation discipline”
and believes its financial performance is set
to rebound.
“The company aims to acquire businesses that possess a long track record
of generating stable cash flows without
significant maintenance capital requirements, are competitively positioned in niche markets with good longterm prospects, and have experienced
management teams that remain committed to operating the businesses after
selling their majority interest to Mosaic.”
He’s the lone analyst covering the stock at
this time.

Beacon Securities initiated coverage of
Marathon Gold Corp. (MOZ-T) with a
“buy” and $1.50 target price. Consensus is $1.18. The stock is currently
trading around 70 cents.
“Marathon Gold provides investors
with exposure to a large-scale gold
exploration camp located in central
Newfoundland,” analyst Michael
Bandrowski said in a release. “The
company is systematically exploring
the valentine lake thrust fault (VLTF)
that is present along 30km of strike
length on the Valentine Lake property. To date, Marathon has identified
gold mineralization along 18km and
delineated four gold deposits along
the VLTF that all remain open along
strike and to depth.”
The analyst also noted that Newfoundland is a low-risk mining jurisdiction
with a qualified labour force and supportive government.

CIBC World Markets analyst Robert Bek
initiated coverage of Spin Master
Corp. (TOY-T) with a “sector outperformer” rating and set a price target of
$33.50. Consensus is $33.74. The stock is
currently trading around $30.
Mr. Bek cited toy innovation “material M&A
success” as reasons for his positive recommendation.
“The company has posted very strong
financial results of late, with top-line
trends pacing well ahead of the industry
at large,” said Mr. Bek. “We foresee a
long runway for this to continue through
simple execution alone, with potential for
further upside through M&A pursuits
(which is openly a part of management's
strategy).”
He also cited “significant operating leverage potential in Spin Master's business
model, which should open the door for
margin expansion down the line.”

“Given the current drill program,
column leach tests, growing resources and near-term PEA we expect Marathon to continue to outperform its peer group,” he said.

Added Mr. Bek: “In our opinion, the company is a very strong growth vehicle and
would represent an opportunity for
Canadian investors at these valuations.
We expect Spin Master shares to remain
a core holding in many portfolios for
years to come.”

Both analysts that cover the stock have
a “buy” rating.

All six analysts that cover the stock have a
“buy” rating.
!1 2
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Notable Upgrades:
RBC Capital Markets has an “outperform” on
BRP Inc. (DOO-T) and increased its target to $30
from $28 following a “solid” second-quarter earnings
report. Consensus is $29.18. The stock is trading
around $25.75.
“More importantly, they appear very well positioned to deliver a strong second half, driven by
several key products (in particular, Sea-Doo, a
new Ski-Doo platform, and the recently announced Maverick X3),” analyst Steve Arthur said in
a note.
He also said the valuation remains attractive.
“We continue to see strength in BRP’s brand,
product positioning and margin improvement
strategy, and view DOO’s trading multiples as attractive,” he said.
Canaccord Genuity analyst Derek Dley has a “buy” on
the stock and raised his target price to $30 from
$27.50.
Among 12 analysts that cover the stock, 11 have a
“buy” and one a “hold.”

BMO Nesbitt Burns analyst Thanos
Moschopoulos upgraded Open Text Corp.
(OTEX-Q, OTC-T) to “outperform” from “market
perform” after its recently announced $1.6-billion
offer to acquire Dell’s EMC Enterprise Content division.
He raised his target price for the stock to $73 (U.S.)
from $63. The average is $70.60. The stock is currently trading at around $65.25 on the Nasdaq.
“Documentum had been challenged for growth
under EMC's ownership,” the analyst said. “However, based on industry feedback, we believe that
the products are generally good — and that its

growth challenges might have had more to do with
the maturity of the high-end content management
market and/or a lack of attention by EMC.”
He said the bear case on the deal would be this is
combination of two no-growth companies. “But we
think that, once integrated, Open Text will ultimately have a more compelling product offering
than before — which might bode well for its
longer-term organic growth.”
Dundee Securities analyst Eyal Ofir also upgraded
the stock to “buy” from “neutral” with a target of
$72, up from $62.
Among seven analysts that cover the stock, six
have a “buy” and one a “hold.”

Raymond James analyst Kurt Molnar maintained his“outperform” rating on Paramount
Resources Ltd. (POU-T) and increased his target
price to $19.50 from $17.50. Consensus is $14.95.
The stock is trading around $15.60.
Mr. Molnar citied the scalable model, including a
ramping up of its rigs.
“That would entail spending that is $100-$125million greater than Paramount’s likely cash flow in
the same period, but the company has emphasized that investment portfolio monetizations or
non-core assets sales will be used to bridge the
spending versus cash flow “gap” such that total
debt does not grow beyond the $300-350-million
current level.”
He raised his revenue forecast for 2016 and 2017 to
$224-million and $214-million, respectively, from
$222-million and $145-million. His cash flow per
share projections moved to 23 cents and 88 cents
from 24 cents and 88 cents.
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Insider Buying

and Selling…

Acerus Pharmaceuticals Corp. (ASP-T)
have been have been actively buying stock.
On Aug. 16, director Luc Mainville acquired 1 million
shares at 9 cents each, according to INK Research.
It also said, in the Globe and Mail, that two other
directors also bought a combined total of 375,000
shares for between 9 and 14 cents.
On Aug. 23, vice-president Nathan Bryson bought
60,000 shares at an average price of 16 cents.
Between two analysts that cover the stock,
one has a “buy” and one a “sell.”
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Other analysts

Actions
Badger Daylighting
Ltd. (BAD-T) was downgraded to “hold” from “buy” by
Industrial Alliance Securities
analyst Elias Foscolos. His
target price remains $28.40.
Consensus is $29.36.
Canadian Tire Corp
Ltd. (CTC.A-T) upgraded to
“neutral” from “underperform” by Credit Suisse analyst David Hartley. His target
remains $133, versus the analyst average of $158.77.
Eldorado Gold Corp. (EGON,ELD-T) was raised to “outperform” from “neutral” by
Credit Suisse analyst Anita
Soni She raised her target to
$5.50 from $5. The average is
$5.81.
Encana Corp. (ECA-N, ECAT) is a “sector perform” over
at RBC Dominion Securities.
Analyst Greg Pardy raised his
1-year target price by $1
(U.S.) to $10. Consensus is
$10.28.
Freeport-McMoRan
Inc. (FCX-N) was lowered to
"underweight" from "equal
weight" by Morgan Stanley.
The target price was lowered
to $7 (U.S.), down from $9.
The average is $11.60.
Gluskin Sheff + Associates
Inc. (GS-T) was downgraded
to “hold” from “buy” by
Canaccord Genuity analyst

Scott Chan. He
dropped his target
price for the stock by a
loonie to $19. Consensus is $20.75.
Great-West Lifeco
Inc.(GWO-T) was upgraded to "neutral"
from "underperform"
by Credit Suisse analyst Kevin Choquette. He
raised his target by a dollar to
$35. Consensus is $34.
Klondex Mines Ltd.’s (KDXT) remains a “market perform” at BMO Nesbitt Burns.
Analyst Brian Quast increased his target to $8.25
from $7.25. It was downgraded to “hold” from “buy” by
Canaacord Genuity analyst
Rahul Paul. However, he
raised his target price for the
stock to $8 from $6.75. Consensus is $6.82.
Macy’s Inc. (M-N) was upgraded to “buy” from “neutral” by Citi analyst Paul
Lejeuz. He left his target price
at $44. Consensus is $41.76.
Netflix Inc.’s (NFLX-Q) was
downgraded to “underperform” from “neutral” by Macquarie analyst Tim Nollen. He
maintained a price target of
$85 (U.S.). The average is
$102.25.

Forward. His target price is
$20 (U.S.). The average is
$16.10. Potash agreed this
week to merge with Agrium
Inc. (AGU-T) in a $36 billion
(U.S.) all-stock deal.
Sandvine Corp. (SVC-T) was
downgraded to "hold" from
"buy” by Desjardins Securities analyst Maher Yaghi. He
dropped his target to $3.50
from $3.80. Consensus is
$3.79.
ShawCor Ltd. (SCL-T) was
raised to "buy" from "hold" at
Industrial Alliance Securities
by analyst Elias Foscolos. His
target increased to $35 per
share, up from $31. Consensus is $36.60.
Teck Resources Ltd. (TCK.B-T) is a “sector performer”
CIBC World Markets. Analyst
Alec Kodatsky raised his target price to $28 from $23.
Consensus is $19.26.

Potash Corp. (POT-N, POT-T)
was raised to “buy” from
“hold” by Stifel analyst Paul
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Technically SPEAKING
Three stocks that could double in 12 months
by Dwight Galusha, SetYourStop.com

NYX Gaming Group Ltd. (NYX-V) — As the price already bumped its head up
against resistance once, further failure to break through could suggest downside for
the stock. Although a breakout above resistance at $2.25 would suggest my own
personal buy signal and an important change in trend.
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Royal Nickel Corp. (RNX-T) — What continues to make this chart bullish is
the formation of 2 consecutive bull flags since breaking above the key resistance. The last confirmation needed would be a follow through of positive
momentum (MACD above zero).
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D-Box Technologies (DBO-T) — Although still trading above the 200day moving average D-BOX is considered to be in an uptrend. There are a
few technical indicators I am watching closely to see if the stock can
bounce or perform a trend reversal.
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Concordia’s downward
spiral continues
The fortunes of Concordia International
Corp. (CXR-T, CXRX-O) took another negative turn when the U.K. government tabled
legislation to prevent companies from dramatically increasing drug prices, something
a Concordia subsidiary was caught doing.
The company’s shares plunged as much as
30 per cent on the news to below $7 a
share (Canadian).
Concordia kept its earnings forecast in
place but analysts were quick to cut their
earnings estimates, ratings and price targets on the stock although many still rate
the company a “buy”, “speculative buy” or
“outperform.”
In the case of RBC Dominion Securities,
the analysts rate Concordia “outperform”
but slashed the target price to $14 (U.S.) from $25. RBC’ s downside scenario is $4 a share.
Scotiabank analysts started their research note on Concordia, in which they downgraded the
stock to “sector perform” and cut the price target to $8 (U.S.) from $20, by simply saying,
“We were wrong.”
Adding salt to Concordia’s wounds, the Toronto Stock Exchange said it was removing the
company from the S&P/TSX Composite. The shares have plunged more than 90 per cent in
less than a year as Concordia struggles under a debt load of nearly $3.5 billion following the
acquisition of AmCo.
In our June 13 issue, John Zechner, chairman of J. Zechner Associates, and John O’Connell, chairman and CEO of Davis Rea, both said at the time they owned Concordia’s shares
and were positive on the story.
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